Southwestern Adventist University – 17th Annual Hoops Classic

FRI  A (SWAU G)  B (SWAU M)  C (CTA)  G (BRC P)  H (BRC L)
7:30am  cjv vs sda (1)  bjm vs mha (2)  cya vs sha (5)  jcm vs sta(4)  dca vs vga (3)
8:40am  SDA vs MHA (9)  oka vs baa (6)  oza vs spa (7)  STA vs VGA (10)  aaa vs fla (8)
9:50am  SHA vs CTA (13)  CJV vs BJV (11)  SPA vs AAA (14)  NDA vs JCM (12)  jca vs toa (cs1)
11:00am  haa vs cta (cs2)  CYA vs HAA (15)  JCA vs HIS (cs3)  OKA vs FLA (16)  DCA vs TOA (cs4)
12:10pm  _____ vs _____  _____ vs _____  OZA vs ADH (cs5)  _____ vs _____  _____ vs _____
1:00pm  fla vs cya (17)  baa vs spa (18)  _____ vs _____  sta vs sda (19)  vga vs mha (20)
2:30pm  FLA vs HAA (21)  CTA vs AAA (22)  _____ vs _____  STA vs JCM (23)  CJV vs MHA (24)

**** Losers of playoff games will play SA evening. Tournament coordinator will assign opponents after games 1-16 are played
**** Teams participating in consolation games on FR morning will also be assigned SA evening opponents by tournament coordinator
**** There is a possiblity that consolation game teams and losing teams in playoffs will be assigned to play each other on SA evening.
**** ALL TEAMS ARE PLAYING ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENING
**** Friday’s Consolation games are 20 minute halves (18 running and 2 minute stoppage play – 1 timeout per half)
**** Saturday evening’s games 25-37 are 20 minute halves (18 running and 2 minute stoppage play – 1 timeout per half)
**** Games 38-45 are Championship Series games to determine places 1-4 in respective divisions

SAT  (SWAU G)  (SWAU M)  (CTA)  (KHS)  (KJH)  (BRC P)  (BRC L)
6:15pm  SHA vs CYA (25)  HIS vs BJV (26)  haa vs aaa (27)  cjv vs dca (28)  oza vs oka (29)  jcm vs jca (30)  TOA vs SDA (31)
7:25pm  baa vs cya (38)  sta vs mha (39)  ADH vs SPA (32)  cta vs. sha (33)  OZA vs OKA (34)  DCA vs JCA  NDA vs VGA (35)
8:35pm  HAA vs CTA (40)  STA vs CJV (41)  hjb vs toa (37)
9:45pm  fla vs spa (42)  vga vs sda (43)
10:55pm  FLA vs AAA (44)  JCM vs MHA (45)

follow the tournament @
knightssite.swau.edu